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belt southwardtowardsthe Atlantic oceancarriedthe equatorialcurrentsnearerto
the polar ones, thus inviting frequentatmosphericdisturbancesand resultant storm
action. As the hot, vapour-ladenwinds, fertile in elements and force, met the
southern cold ones, a prodigiousamount of heat was set free by condensation. Into
the vacuum thus createdthe opposingcurrentsrushedwith ever-increasingrivalry,
enlargingthe area of mechanicalaction,condensation,and vacuum,and augmenting
the violenceof the storm-waters,which, sweeping along the mountain slopes, must
have rapidly disintegrated and erodedthem, and have acted as a potent agent to
transportto their base much of the material from which the Pampean beds were
sifted. The rainfall over the inter-Andeanregion must have producedmany large
lakes similar to Lake Titicaca, and a great river system, which, tributary to the
Colorado,swelled it into a streamof the first rank, pouringinto it the sand and
silt which have completely filled the enormousestuary, the outline of which is still
traceable.
One may believe that an increased rainfall gave a luxuriant vegetation, where
herdsof gigantic mammaliafound feeding-ground; from which, from time to time,
they wereswept, by storm or swollen river, into the Pampeansea, where also they
may have lost their lives in other ways, their remainsbeing distributedover it by
the currents.
To a minor degreethe ancientsea and lake must have affectedthe inter-Andean
climate, from Cuzco to the south, throughout the lacustrine basin of Titicaca,
giving it greaterrainfall and fertility than it now has. Geologicalexaminations
show that Titicaca was once one of the large lakes of the world,and that it has
slowly been drying up. Does its gradualdiminution date fromthe disappearance
of the Pampeansea and Mojoslake ?
Savage man may have lived in South America on the mountain slopes round
the ancient sea. If so, he possibly hunted the mastodon, the megatherium,and
numerousother of the gigantic fauna which probablywere co-existent with him.
His only highway, between the eastern and western halves of the continent, must
have crossed the elevated region at the head of the Pampean sea, lying between
17? and 19? S. lat., which is still the only route in use for communicationby land
between Bolivia and Matto-grosse.

A GREATGLOBE.*
By Professor ELISEE

RECLUS.

RECENTLY
being in conversationhere in London with a traveller and discoverer,I
mentioned the great geographicalimportance of accurate representationsof our
planet in the shape of globes; suddenly he interruptedme, and said with a smile,
"What is the use of yourLilliputianglobes,ten, a hundred,or a thousandyardsthick,
when you have the very globe itself, our good and beneficentEarth, to walk over,
to lookat, to study, and to love? " Of courseI laughed, andthought with him that all
representationsand symbols of life are very little in comparisonwith life itself: our
works are small when contrastedwith nature. But the great man who thus spoke
in joke knew as well as I do, the value of scrupulous effects in geographicalwork.
He has himself drawnvery useful maps, which enable us to follow him in his great
travels. We cannot all perambulatethe surfaceof our planet,but we may still be
very useful in a secondaryway. The great question is to know in what direction
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we are to exert ourselves in order to produce the greatest amount of perfect
scientificlabour. The chosen few will make discoveries; the others, less fortunate,
but happy still, will follow in the track openedto them.
One of our eminent geographers,who is present at this meeting, Dr. HIugh
RobertMill, gave us, a few years ago, a lecture on the " GeographicalWork of the
Future,"and put great stress on this, that " accuratecartographicrepresentation
is the very essenceof geography." Certainlyhe was right. Accuracyof design is of
paramountimportance,and this is the reasonwhy geodesistsmeasurethe surfaceof
the Earth with such wonderfulcare and precision: a differenceof a few millimetres
on two measurementsof a line of base is justly a great matter of discussion,and
obliges the scientificbodies to begin the work again. Thus a perfect exactitude is
obtained in geodetic calculations,and the real distances and proportionsof all
geographicalfeaturesaretriumphantlymade out; but the results, although fulfilling
all expectations and perfect in registers and tables, are in a certain measure
practically lost on the deceitful maps and charts: there truthful representation
is quite out of the question, at least for all parts of the figure which are not
delineatedon the centre of the map. A plane surface never will nor can be the
real representationof a sphericalsurface. Splendiddevices may be imaginedby the
mathematiciansto lessen the importanceof errors accordingto this or that dimension of the map, but although I do not deny the immense conveniency of maps,
without which there would be no geographyat all, still we may point out the errors
which will subsist, and sometimes we feel tempted to ask, " What's the use of
having secured perfect accuracy in measurement,within one millimetre, when
on paperthe errorsmust amount to yards, furlongs,and miles ?"
There is only one way to representtruly the surfaceof the Earth. Curvesare to
be translatedin curves; a sphere or fragment of a sphere must be reproducedby
another sphere or fragment of sphere. Therefore are we really astonishedthat
public attention and the special care of geographersare so little attractedtowards
this logical mode of geographicalwork.
The progressof cartographyproperhas been really immense. When we compare
the maps and charts which are now constructed by the variousindustrial,maritime, and military staffs with the very interesting maps of the last century, which
had been also constructed with great care by the best geographersand at very
great expense, we are struck by the marvellous increase of those documents,not
only in quantity, but also in quality. I may say that certainmaps,where the scale
is very large,and which, in fact, may be consideredpartof an immenseglobe, are at
the same time so gloriouslyembellishedby coloursand graduatedtints that they are
really wonderfulto look at, both as true representationsof nature and as marvellous
works of art. The impressionwhich genuine geographersfeel is very near or even
entirely similar to that of an artist before a gloriouspicture or statue. To see
natureitself, and to behold at the same time a picture of it in perfect accordance
with the reality, is positively a rapture. As examples,there are the officialmaps
of Switzerlandor the Bay of Naples.
we must avow that there are very few globes or
But, returningto sphaerography,
segments of globes which have beenmadewith sufficientcare to be held in comparison with the best charts. Generallythey are much less scrupulouslydrawn,being
constructedmore for show than for science; they are less worthy of attention. Of
course,some of the elaborateglobes which have been issued by various publishers
are altogether very creditable objects, but few are to be studied with the same
confidence as maps in almost all civilized countries. Some of the globes
which have been constructedare huge in dimensions. There is onecut in a rock, I
believe, on the seashorenear Bournemouth,but I don't know if it has any real
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value. There was one at the last Paris Exhibition which was some 120 feet in
circumference,being one-millionth of the mother Earth to scale, and I must say
this gigantic globe has left on mindsof the threehundredthousandpeople who saw
it a very deep impression,by the mere comparisonof dry land and sea, and the
large proportionsof countries which are ordinarilyshown in Lilliputian forms in
most atlases. I remember,also, the real feeling of rapture which pervaded me
when, in my youth, I walked inside of Wylde's globe, near this very place,
admiring the magnificent sight. But that noble structure,as well as the Paris
Exhibition globe, made no pretence to accuracy in geography proper; they had
been designedonly to be looked at from afar, without any special study of minor
details.
The Paris globe was to be seen from the outside, on a winding staircase; the
London Wylde's globe, forgotten now by our contemporaries,was seen from the
inside, and was to be contemplatedat one circular glance. According to Alfred
Russel Wallace, whose opinion has such great weight, the last method would be
really the best.
I repeat it again, this department of geography, sphaerography,although the
most importantto develop,has not kept pace with the other, cartography,and I
presumeit will be a real revolution when it has taken in science and practicethe
paramountplace it deserves. At present small globes are very much in use for
schools, but we know how that- part of the educationalfurniture is shamefully
neglected; the very fact that it is found in elementaryclasses is one cause of the
disdain in which globes are generally held. There is, perhaps,another reason.
Globesof large proportionsare very cumbrous objects, and in our crowdedcities,
where space is so expensive, it is very difficult to find place for these scientific
guests. And, above all, the best of reasons is that education has not been yet
directed in that way, and people, even scientific people, are not yet sufficiently
convincedof the absolute necessity there is to study geography on images of our
planet reducedto a commodiousscale and with the real proportions. There is no
geographer,however learned and accustomedto the reading of maps, who is not
constantly at a loss to understand immediately,at the sight of charts drawnon all
kinds of scales, what exact proportionsthe country representedbears to his own
land or district. He will not see the real state of things; he will try to remember
the figureshe has learnt by heart, or make tedious calculations, which are a great
loss of time.
So it is that for us all, learned or unlearned,the direct study of geographyon
sphericalsurfacesis absolutely necessary. If the scale of the globe is very small
in comparisonto the realdimensions; if it is, for example,in the proportionof only
one to 10 or 20 million, then the surface is to be kept even-polished, we may
say-because the roughnessof the highlands and mountains cannot be represented
with sufficient relief. On such a ball, 6 or 12 feet in circumference,the highest
mountainof Himalayawouldnot represent-. th of an inch in height,andthe ordinary
hills would hardly alter the regularsurfaceof the globe. But, with largerspheres
or fragmentsof spheres,another element of truth and beauty is addedto the construction; the actual relief appearson the curvatureof the model.
And here allow me to say, once for all, that the system of exaggerating the
proportionalheight of hills and mountains on the surfaceof globes is utterly bad,
contraryto real science, and ought to be discouragedby all geographersrespectful
of nature and its laws. In that way the utmost ugliness is attained; people who
do that kind of work seem to think themselves above all sense of reality. Thus
we hear that the ladies of the Philippine islands, wishing to make a valuable
present, imagined to have a representationof their archipelagomade by a jeweller
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with rubiesfor the cities, sapphiresfor lakes, and other costly stones for volcanoes.
Of course,many thousandpounds were expendedfor that miserablerubbish.
All the pseudo-reliefmapswhich showus slopeswith two, three,fifty, one hundred
times their real proportionsin height, inconsistent with the facts, and violating
the forces of gravitation,are the logical consequenceof a childish desireto represent grandsights as if they were always stupendous,wonderful,next to miraculous.
It is in the same spirit that, during the first part of this century, beforethe invention of photography,painters were prone to exaggerate in their picturestwice, or
even three times, the real proportionsof mountains in altitude; conscious in a
certainmeasureof the deficiency of their art, they relied on falsehoodto make it
more eloquent. Happily, new discoveries have enrolled the sure, the victorious
light of the sun on the side of truth, and now we have by thousands and by
millions splendid pictures of mountains,which give to our eyes the true sense of
proportion,and certainly do not diminish our conceptionof beauty.
The revolution which photographyhas accomplished in pictorial art is to
be achieved also in relief construction. We are to be most strict in one thingkeep always to the truth. It is the best plan in scientific work as in life. Truth
in scales: thereforeit is that we must use globes instead of maps as frequentlyas
possible. Truth in heights of relief: thereforedo we leave entirely out of question
the idea of showing any apparentroughnesson globes orfragmentsof globes under
the scale of one-millionth. On such balls coloursand shades only will be convenient
to representthe variousaltitudes on the Earth and depths in the sea.
But as soon as the globe or fragment of globe is large enough to show at least
one-millionthpart of the Earth in real proportions,then we may try to represent
as well the heights and depths as the planimetric dimensions. Of course,the
chiselling and mouldingof the surface will be more and more elaboratein proportion to the increaseof the scale. On a globe of one-millionth,the great masses of
highlands and mountains, 3000 feet in height, will hardly appear above the
plains,andonly by the contrast of light and shade; but summitsof 10,000 or 12,000
feet will be seen perfectly well-the more so, that to show forests,pastures,snow
or ice, variouscoloursand tints will heighten the effect as they do in reality. It
the size in diameter be doubled,the impressionof the sight is increased,and the
relief is representedwith much greater accuracy. If you construct a very large
globe on the scale of 1 to 100,000, then all the details of elevation and depth
will appear most distinctly, even hills and hillocks 150 feet in height. You
see the very Earth as if you were sailingaboveit in a balloon. The representation
of such heights, whose appearanceour eyes are accustomed to, gives us an unexpected advantageby furnishingus with a standardof comparison. To give us an
idea of the real height of a building, photographyand painters put men or women
standingall aroundor leaning against the pillars. Thus spectatorsof a relief will
easily estimate, by comparisonwith known heights, the real dimensionsof the hills
and mountainswhich diversify the surface.
There has been in Switzerlandlately a very interesting public controversy. A
skilful cartographerand relief maker (M. Charles Perron) had proposed to the
FederalCouncil to construct, for the Paris Exhibition, a relief of Switzerlandon
the scale of 1 to 100,000, which, he said, would do honour to the country; and,
indeed, the samples of the work which he exhibited at Bern and Geneva excited
general admiration. Evidently the undertakingdeservedto be encouraged,and it
would have been taken under the official patronageof the Swiss Republicif a few
influentialgeodesistshad not interfered,assertingthat a true and perfectlydetailed
representationof nature wanted a largerscale than the 100,000thb.As in examples
of their contention,they referredto the partingof slopeson nearlyhorizontalground;
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the geographicalchanges brought in the configurationof a valley by the advance
of a morainicridge; the displacementof the coursesof rivers causedby landslipsand
erosions-all facts of small magnitude in their origin, but of great geographical
importance,and which are to be fully representedon large relief to be clearly
understood. Pamphlets and articles were publishedon both sides, and the question
was fully elucidatedby most competentscholars.
Now we may resume the discussion. According to the effect which must be
attained, and the elaborate study which is aimed at, scales must be differentin
globes, as also they are in all othermodesof representation,maps, charts, andplans.
If our intention is to show the majestic appearanceof the Earth, with its
continentsand seas, with its mountains, rivers, and plains, if it is to give a perfect
idea of the interaction and interdependenceof all organs in the grand planetary
body; then, by all means, let us construct a large globe, where we may be impressedby the mass itself, by the harmoniousformsof the countrieswe know, and
speciallylove and study. But if our aim is to show the details as, thoroughly as
possible, and the means be not sufficient to construct the globe at a convenient
scale, the only way is to model fragments or parts of spherein proportionof 1 to
50,000, 25,000, 20,000, 10,000, 5000, as may be desirable. With the increase of
these treasures,geographicalsocieties will acquire documents enough to represent
in reality whole parts of the Earth in miniature,attaining the utmost perfection,
and satisfactoryboth to the learnedand the artists.
This is, in fact, the thing which will be done in Switzerland. Two objects
are to be attained, and therefore work will be directed in both ways. I hear M.
Perron's great work will be pushed on with great enthusiasm,and we may hope
to see, two years hence, in the Paris Exhibition, his complete relief of Switzerland on the scale of 100,000-the most complete,and certainly the best of the
kind, which geographywill possess; and, on the other side, all those who have
carefullyinspectedthe Polytechnium in Zurichknow what splendid achievements
local geodesists have made in the shape of mountain-reliefson very large scales,
showing and explaining at the same time the featuresof the country. Nowhere
in the civilized world do we find so much and so great work accomplishedin the
way we recommend.
Among the conquestsof a proximate future, I think a better division of labour
will be introduced in geographical bodies. Already a very great improvement
has been made in the scales of maps, especially for large geographicalworks.
Nearly all these are now constructed according to a scale with very convenient
decimalnumbers,100,000, 50,000, 40,000, 20,000, which allow us easy arithmetical
comparison,all numbersbeinga multipleora decimalfractionof another. The United
States squeezed,so to say, between two tendencies, to measurestill in the ancient
way, by inches or parts of an inch to the mile, or to deal with great decimal
masses, have chosen for their maps the various scales of 250,000, 125,000, and
62,500, which last measure is so very near to the proportion" one inch to the
mile," that it may be consideredas practicallythe same. In reliefs, even more
than in maps, the habit has become general to take regular scales with full
thousandsand tens of thousands; thus comparisonsare more easily made between
the variousproductions. This tendency of relief-makerswill, I hope, grow more
and more common,and gradually,by mutual, though informal, aareement,their
works will be made according to a few commodious patterns, and constitute as
many differentparts of great globes constructedon the same scale. If all these
disjointedand scattered parts, well reproducedand regularly exchanged between
the authors and the geographical societies, were collected and put together, the
construction of entire globes on very large scales would be found very much
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advanced. People would be astonished to see what large fragmentsof continents
in relief we already possess, if they saw in a great hall, put in their proper
place, all the plans of the Alps, Pyrenees, and Auvergne,and other mountainous
lands. These relief constructionson large scales are the necessarycomplementto
the lesser globes,for whose constructionwe pleadurgently.
This spontaneousorganizationof labourwhich pervades the scientificworkers
in the common field will prevail more and more. We see alreadythe variousgeographicalsocietiesuniting every yearmoreintimatelyto distributethebusinessamong
themselves. Small societies have their very important part for local efficiency,
and we may expect from them searching studies on the special questions relative
to their own or surrounding countries. Largerbodies residing in importantseaports or commercialcentres have a greaterfield of action, and their natural circle
of study embraces especially the parts of the world which belong to the general
market of their cities; lastly, the societies, whose area of action and reactionis
the immenseworld at large,are investedwith a mission of high and noble importto centralizeevery documentbelongingto the Earth at large,and to any part of it
specially; to collectin their librariesall the books,all the pamphletsand documents,
that have been written or publishedanywherein the world; to have the entire set
of maps, charts, and plans which have been constructedand drawn by geographers
and engineersin the entire world; and especially to offerto their guests, who are,
so to say, the delegates of all mankind, a model of the Earth, under the shape
of a globe, vast in dimensions,where every man will find himself at home, and
even will learn to know his own country better than before,where he may also
indicate all possible correctionsand improvements;-such a model, in fact, which
will afforda standard of scientificperfectionwhich human intellect and skill are
able to attain. This is, I think, what the legitimate ambition of a geographical
society ought to realize,and will certainly realize, in the proximatefuture.
Among all the riches which I foreseein ourpalacesand museumson geography,
there is one, as is implied in the subject of my lecture, to which I look forward
with an intense desire. Now, at a time when every morningandeveningnewspaper
brings us news from all parts of the world; when every one of us, even the least
fortunate,is fed and clothed with productionsof all continents and seas; when we
all have friendsacrossboth oceans in the antipodalcountries;-the moment has
come for us to have grandrepresentationsof our commonhome, and not to satisfy
ourselveswith petty spheres,round copper balls, similar to that which Krates of
Melos exposed to the curiosity of men in the temple of Pergamos,twenty-one
centuriesago. Now Globesmust be templesthemselves,as well by the magnificence
or proportionsas by the beauty of workmanshipand the scrupulouscareof scientific
drawing. In sight of such constructions,people must feel grave and respectful,
not only because those monuments consecrated to science will partake of its
majesty, but also because they will belong to all men, without any privilege for
race or nationality, and will help to strengthen within us the feeling that we are
one and the same family.
Before the reading of the paper,the PRESIDENTsaid: We have with us this
evening one of the most celebrated and eminent geographersnow living, M.
]:lisee Reclus. He has come amongst us to give us his views respectingthe use of
globes. I now request M. Reclus to readhis paper.
After the readingof the paper, the PRESIDENTsaid: I have no doubt several
geographers will wish to discuss this extremely important paper which M.
Reclus has just read to us. I will first call upon Prof. Geddes.
Prof. GEDDES:In these days of peace and war, I do not think that we need

